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Michael Lawler's Experience 

Illustrator and Generalist 
Freelance Artist 
November 2009 – Present (2 years 4 months) 

Seeking work in 3d modeling, Illustration, animation, and conceptual work. 

Concept Artist/Sculptor 
Chapter House Studios 
February 2011 – March 2011 (2 months) 

Instructor 
ESI, ITT Technical Institute 
Public Company; 5001-10,000 employees; ESI; Education Management industry 
October 2008 – November 2009 (1 year 2 months) 

Senior Content Engineer 
Censecfor 
June 2007 – March 2009 (1 year 10 months) 

Graphic Artist 3 
L3 Communications 
Public Company; 10,001+ employees; LLL; Defense & Space industry 
March 2006 – June 2007 (1 year 4 months) 

Multimedia Specialist 
VSD, LLC 
Privately Held; 51-200 employees; Defense & Space industry 
2004 – 2006 (2 years) 

Michael Lawler's Education 

Animation Mentor 
Certificate, Advanced Studies in Character Animation 
2009 – 2009 

Online School 
Completed two terms and a workshop while attending Animation Mentor. 

ITT Technical Institute 
BS, Digital Entertainment/ Game Design 
2002 – 2008 

Activities and Societies: Autodesk User Group International, National Technical Honor Society 

ITT Technical Institute 
AS, Multimedia 
2002 – 2004 

Michael Lawler's Additional Information 

Portfolio •
Blog •

Current 

Past 

Education 

Connections 

Websites

Websites:

Interests:

Page 1 of 2Michael Lawler | LinkedIn

2/8/2012http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-lawler/10/247/b12
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● career opportunities ● job inquiries
● expertise requests ● business deals
● reference requests ● getting back in touch

Education 

Member of many online communities dealing with 3d and animation as well as 2d art and general design. 

Art and Creative professionals 

CGHUB 

CONCEPT ARTIST 

Characters Engage 

Concept Art 

CreativeHeads.net Digital Entertainment Career Network 

Deviant Art 

FOR ALL YOUR 3D ANIMATION, VFX, GRAPHICS & 3D GAME ART REQUIREMENTS 

Freelance Artists and Designers 

JOBS IN GAMES ( Ltd ) - Contract 

The Illustrator's Guild 

Graduated with Honors with my Bachelor's Degree. 

Contact Michael for: 

View Michael Lawler’s full profile to...
See who you and Michael Lawler know in common•
Get introduced to Michael Lawler•
Contact Michael Lawler directly•

Not the Michael Lawler you were looking for? View more » 

LinkedIn Corporation © 2011

Link

 

Groups and 
Associations:

Honors and Awards:

Page 2 of 2Michael Lawler | LinkedIn

2/8/2012http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-lawler/10/247/b12
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● career opportunities ● consulting offers
● new ventures ● job inquiries
● expertise requests ● business deals
● reference requests ● getting back in touch

Contact Tomas for: 

Send a message to Tomas F
Send InMail 

LinkedIn Corporation © 2012

We Need More Attorneys - If you are an attorney who needs more cases, apply today for membership. From:  LegalMatch 

 

Current 

Connections

Public Profile

Page 1 of 1Tomas F | LinkedIn

2/8/2012http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?trk=pbmap&id=107025460&authType=name&auth...
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Kaspar, Scott R.

From: Moskin, Jonathan
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 7:27 PM
To: 'Golinveaux, Jennifer A.'
Cc: Kearney, Tom J.; Kaspar, Scott R.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann, Eric J.
Subject: RE: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios

Neither Scott nor I have any idea what you are talking about - either regarding the 
supposed conversation about copyright registrations nor your assumptions what 
organizational charts you evidently presume GW should have.  Likewise, I don't recall this
was even mentioned in your self-serving summary of the parties' November 28 meet and 
confer.  Perhaps you can clarify.  

In the meantime, given our complete puzzlement by your messages, I might well borrow from 
you to say that this entire exchange has been concocted by you to distract from the fact 
that Chapterhouse still has failed to produce the documents and supplement its 
interrogatory responses as promised on November 28 or as directed by the court. The fact 
that you have sought once again to link the timing on Chapterhouse's deadlines to 
seemingly fictional duties created for Games Workshop might further incline me towards 
such a conclusion.  You might nonetheless say that such an accusation is not helpful, so I
will simply note that I resent your own unfounded accusations against me and my client. I 
could cite many similar examples, but it is now 8:30 in NY and I can think of many better 
ways to spend my evening.  

At any rate, I agree that Chapterhouse should produce its privilege log as it has 
repeatedly referred in its discovery responses and on-line to opinions of counsel.  
However, I am not aware of any attorney-client privileged documents Games Workshop has 
withheld.  If you believe there have been any such references, please let me know 

Happy New Year

Jonathan 

-----Original Message-----
From: Golinveaux, Jennifer A. [mailto:JGolinveaux@winston.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 7:52 PM
To: Moskin, Jonathan
Cc: Kearney, Tom J.; Kaspar, Scott R.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann, Eric J.
Subject: RE: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios

Jonathan,

The lengths you will go to avoid a substantive response are impressive if pointless.

If you did indeed speak with Scott, I assume you know he told us that it was his 
understanding that the relevant copyright registration was still being "collected" despite
Plaintiff's agreement to produce it months ago. Now you apparently claim you have produced
it. That is false. The documents have not been produced. If you claim they have, provide 
the Bates numbers.  Plaintiff has also failed to have comply with a number of other 
requests despite representations to the contrary, which Tom will write to you about 
shortly.

Since you have still not responded, I will repeat myself here:

Plaintiff had failed to produce current or complete organizational charts or the copyright
registration. Confirm by Tuesday that no more complete or current organizational charts 
exist and explain why the sole copyright registration (and the corresponding application, 
which Plaintiff also agreed to produce but has not) have not been produced despite your 
representations.

These are not complicated or confusing points. Stop wasting everyone's time and simply 
respond.
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You have also ignored my email requesting that we agree on a date to exchange privilege 
logs. I proposed Jan. 9. Confirm whether this is acceptable or propose a timely 
alternative by Tuesday.  We also need to agree on a date to exchange the additional 
documents the Court ordered both sides to produce. We propose Jan. 9. Confirm whether this
is acceptable or propose a timely alternative by Tuesday. We need dates certain so that we
can schedule all of the depositions that will need to occur by the middle of March.

The Court has set a firm date for the close of fact discovery. We will not indulge your 
efforts to further delay Plaintiff's discovery obligations.

Jennifer

-----Original Message-----
From: Moskin, Jonathan [mailto:JMoskin@foley.com]
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 3:11 PM
To: Golinveaux, Jennifer A.
Cc: Kearney, Tom J.; Kaspar, Scott R.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann, Eric J.
Subject: RE: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios

First, I can assure you Scott and I did confer before I sent my message.
More important, if you have a question about the completeness of a
discovery response, I don't understand why you would simply ignore what
you were told (in which I provided an explanation of the various times
in which we already had aswered the same question); nor do I understand
on what basis you would then simply threaten to refuse to carry through
with your own discovery obligations.  However, it has long become clear
to me that you will do what you will.

Have a nice weekend.

Jonathan

-----Original Message-----
From: Golinveaux, Jennifer A. [mailto:JGolinveaux@winston.com]
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 4:35 PM
To: Moskin, Jonathan
Cc: Kearney, Tom J.; Kaspar, Scott R.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann,
Eric J.
Subject: Re: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios

And you should check with your associate before making representations
about what has been produced because you appear to be out of the loop.

On Dec 30, 2011, at 1:24 PM, "Moskin, Jonathan" <JMoskin@foley.com>
wrote:

> I can only say that your temerity evidently knows no bounds.
>
> Jonathan
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Golinveaux, Jennifer A. [mailto:JGolinveaux@winston.com]
> Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 4:19 PM
> To: Moskin, Jonathan
> Cc: Kearney, Tom J.; Kaspar, Scott R.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann,
> Eric J.
> Subject: Re: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios
>
> Jonathan,
>
> Rather than being unprofessional and evasive why don't you try to
> respond to the substance of Tom's email. Plaintiff had failed to
produce
> current or complete organizational charts or the copyright
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registration.
> Confirm by Tuesday that no more complete or current organizational
> charts exist and explain why the sole copyright registration (and the
> corresponding application, which Plaintiff also agreed to produce but
> has not) have not been produced despite your representations, or you
can
> explain it to the Court.
>
> We will respond to the remainder of your email once we receive a
> substantive response.
>
> Jennifer
>
> On Dec 30, 2011, at 12:24 PM, "Moskin, Jonathan"
> <JMoskin@foley.com<mailto:JMoskin@foley.com>> wrote:
>
> It has been 5 months since I told you GW had produced the responsive
> organizational charts, and we assured you again during the meet and
> confer that GW had complied with both of these requests.  Instead of
> raising false issues, why don't you complete production of the
documents
> and provision of the interrogatory answers you promised to provide on
> November 28 and which the court instructed Chapterhouse to produce in
> its order last week.  Chapterhouse is still woefully delinquent
>
> Please also confirm that you will de-designate the email
correspondence
> between Chapterhouse and the supposedly independent designers, all of
> which were improperly designated attorneys eyes only.  Further, please
> confirm you will produce the documents requested in Games Workshop's
> fourth request for documents (Request 30).  It is astonishing to me
that
> Chapterhouse would argue to the court that it has no control over its
> independent designers and yet refuse to produce the documents setting
> forth the terms of its relationship with those designers.
>
> Thank you
> Jonathan
>
> ________________________________
> From: Kearney, Tom J. [mailto:TKearney@winston.com]
> Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2011 9:40 PM
> To: Moskin, Jonathan; Kaspar, Scott R.
> Cc: Golinveaux, Jennifer A.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann, Eric J.
> Subject: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios
>
> Counsel -
>
> I have had no response to my email last week regarding Chapterhouse's
> document production request no. 21. That request seeks "[a]ll
documents
> constituting organization charts of Games Workshop Limited, including
> without limitation its officers, directors, employees," and related
> companies. The handful of documents Plaintiff has produced in apparent
> response are inadequate, and we now find that they were also outdated
> and inaccurate at the time Plaintiff produced them.
>
> Plaintiff has also failed to produce any documents responsive to
> Chapterhouse's document request no. 5, which seeks "[a]ll certificates
> of copyright registration for copyrighted works You claim in this
> action," despite its agreement to do so.
>
> It has been more than half a year since Chapterhouse requested these
> documents. Please let us know by close of business tomorrow when we
can
> expect to receive them, or provide a time on Tuesday, January 3 to
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meet
> and confer regarding Plaintiff's failure to produce them.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Thomas J. Kearney
>
> D: +1 (415) 591-6894
>
> www.winston.com<http://www.winston.com>
>
> <image001.jpg>
> From: Kearney, Tom J.
> Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2011 5:57 PM
> To: Kaspar, Scott R.
> Cc: 'Moskin, Jonathan'; Golinveaux, Jennifer A.; Donaldson, J. Caleb;
> Mersmann, Eric J.
> Subject: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios
>
> Scott -
>
> I write regarding Chapterhouse's document production request no. 21,
> seeking organization charts of Games Workshop Limited, its officers,
> directors, employees, subsidiaries, parent companies, sister
companies,
> and affiliated companies.  In response to this request, Games Workshop
> produced nine documents (Bates labeled GW0000769 - GW0000777), each
> reflecting the corporate structure of only GW's parent.  However, it
> appears those documents were outdated and inaccurate.  Please confirm
> whether current organization charts exist, and let us know when Games
> Workshop will produce responsive, current organization charts
reflecting
> its officers, directors, and employees, as well as organization charts
> for its subsidiaries, sister companies, and affiliated companies.
>
> Best,
>
> Tom
>
>
> Thomas J. Kearney
>
> D: +1 (415) 591-6894
>
> www.winston.com<http://www.winston.com>
>
> <image001.jpg>
>
> The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential.
> Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete
it
> without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to
> waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message
> without the permission of the author.
>
************************************************************************
> ****** Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be
> used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid
> penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
>
>
> The preceding email message may be confidential or protected by the
> attorney-client privilege. It is not intended for transmission to, or
> receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you have received this
message
> in error, please (i) do not read it, (ii) reply to the sender that you
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> received the message in error, and (iii) erase or destroy the message.
> Legal advice contained in the preceding message is solely for the
> benefit of the Foley & Lardner LLP client(s) represented by the Firm
in
> the particular matter that is the subject of this message, and may not
> be relied upon by any other party.
>
> Internal Revenue Service regulations require that certain types of
> written advice include a disclaimer. To the extent the preceding
message
> contains advice relating to a Federal tax issue, unless expressly
stated
> otherwise the advice is not intended or written to be used, and it
> cannot be used by the recipient or any other taxpayer, for the purpose
> of avoiding Federal tax penalties, and was not written to support the
> promotion or marketing of any transaction or matter discussed herein.
> The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential.
> Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete
it
> without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to
> waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message
> without the permission of the author.
>
************************************************************************
> ****** Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be
> used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid
> penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
>
> The preceding email message may be confidential or protected by the
attorney-client privilege. It is not intended for transmission to, or
receipt by, any unauthorized persons.  If you have received this message
in error, please (i) do not read it, (ii) reply to the sender that you
received the message in error, and (iii) erase or destroy the message.
Legal advice contained in the preceding message is solely for the
benefit of the Foley & Lardner LLP client(s) represented by the Firm in
the particular matter that is the subject of this message, and may not
be relied upon by any other party.
>
> Internal Revenue Service regulations require that certain types of
written advice include a disclaimer. To the extent the preceding message
contains advice relating to a Federal tax issue, unless expressly stated
otherwise the advice is not intended or written to be used, and it
cannot be used by the recipient or any other taxpayer, for the purpose
of avoiding Federal tax penalties, and was not written to support the
promotion or marketing of any transaction or matter discussed herein.
>
The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential.
Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it
without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to
waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message
without the permission of the author.
************************************************************************
****** Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be
used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

The preceding email message may be confidential or protected by the attorney-client 
privilege. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized 
persons.  If you have received this message in error, please (i) do not read it, (ii) 
reply to the sender that you received the message in error, and (iii) erase or destroy the
message.  Legal advice contained in the preceding message is solely for the benefit of the
Foley & Lardner LLP client(s) represented by the Firm in the particular matter that is the
subject of this message, and may not be relied upon by any other party.

Internal Revenue Service regulations require that certain types of written advice include 
a disclaimer. To the extent the preceding message contains advice relating to a Federal 
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tax issue, unless expressly stated otherwise the advice is not intended or written to be 
used, and it cannot be used by the recipient or any other taxpayer, for the purpose of 
avoiding Federal tax penalties, and was not written to support the promotion or marketing 
of any transaction or matter discussed herein.

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this 
message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of 
this message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate 
this message without the permission of the author. 
****************************************************************************** Any tax 
advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or
any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended.
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Kaspar, Scott R. 

From: Moskin, Jonathan
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 2:13 PM
To: Kearney, Tom J.; Kaspar, Scott R.
Cc: Golinveaux, Jennifer A.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann, Eric J.
Subject: RE: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios

Page 1 of 3

2/8/2012

In response to your message, which was delivered shortly before 9 p.m. on Friday, December 30, I can confirm 
that although Games Workshop's offices were closed last week, plaintiff's in-house counsel is aware of the 
court's order and is taking appropriate steps to comply promptly.  In the meantime, let me remind you of 
Chapterhouse's obligations under the Court's order as well as pursuant to your agreements during the parties' 
November 29 meet and confer (on the basis of which we did not include in the motion certain requests).   

We are still waiting documents the court ordered to be produced by December 28 in response to Requests 16, 18 
and 19, We are also awaiting responses to Request 21 and Interrogatory 15.  

Regarding GW's Request 20 (changes to the website) what, the main areas of interest are changes to the 
disclaimer when the case began and the decision to change the overall look and feel of the site during the 
pendency of the action, including the decision to delete the banner about "Custom Sculpts and Bits for 
Warhammer 40,000". 

In addition, Chapterhouse provided assurances prior to the motion that it would produce communications with 
third party designers, etc. responsive to Requests 6, 7, 8 and 12.  Although Chapterhouse has now produced 
some documents responsive to Requests 7 and 12, we have yet to receive any agreements or contracts with the 
persons (including independent designers) working for Chapterhouse, or any documents relating to any quality 
control standards in response to Requests 6 and 8.    

Please also confirm that Chapterhouse agrees to remove the "attorneys'-eyes-only" designation from the 
correspondence with designers.  We will agree to keep it confidential but need to share this information with in-
house counsel for Games Workshop.  

Chapterhouse has also promised to supplement its responses to Interrogatories 5 and 13 and Request 27, 
concerning the bases for Chapterhouse's 23 affirmative defenses and the methods used by Chapterhouse for 
selecting new products to fit within the Warhammer 40,000 game.  Notably, as far as we are aware, 
Chapterhouse has not yet produced a single document concerning independent creation, since every one of the 
documents produced in response to document requests 9 and 10 show direct reliance on Games Workshop's 
original creations and Chapterhouse has not produced documents corresponding to its answer to Interrogatory 2. 

Jonathan 

From: Kearney, Tom J. [mailto:TKearney@winston.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2011 8:54 PM 
To: Moskin, Jonathan; Kaspar, Scott R. 
Cc: Golinveaux, Jennifer A.; Donaldson, J. Caleb; Mersmann, Eric J. 
Subject: Games Workshop v. Chapterhouse Studios 
 
Jonathan, 
  
Following up Jennifer’s email of this afternoon, in addition to document requests 5 and 21, 
Plaintiff has agreed to produce documents responsive to the following requests: 
  

•         RFP 8, seeking “[a]ll documents concerning trademark availability research, 
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investigation, and searches relating to trademarks You claim in this action.” 
  

•         RFP 22, seeking “[a]ll documents supporting Your allegations in the First Amended 
Complaint that the product You refer to as "Super Heavy Assault Walker," "Super-
Heavy Assault Walker," and "TAU Super-Heavy Assault Walker," was "designed and 
licensed for Chapterhouse by Paulson Games" (First Amended Complaint 28), or that it 
was "designed at least in part by Paulson Games" (First Amended Complaint TR 
30,31).” 

  
•         RFP 31, seeking “[a]ll documents evidencing, referring or relating to any and all 

statements by Chapterhouse that are allegedly false and misleading, as set forth in 
paragraphs 78 through 80 of the First Amended Complaint.” 

  
•         RFP 32, seeking “[a]ll documents evidencing, referring or relating to any and all 

business practices of Chapterhouse that are allegedly unfair and deceptive, as set forth 
in paragraphs 86 through 89 of the First Amended Complaint. 

  
•         RFP 33, seeking “[a]ll documents evidencing, referring or relating to any and all 

representations of material fact by Chapterhouse that are allegedly false and deceptive, 
as set forth in paragraphs 87 through 89 of the First Amended Complaint.” 

  
•         RFP 37, seeking “[f]or any work claimed by you in this action, all correspondence with 

any government agency or private copyright registration service concerning that work, 
including without limitation any deposit material provided to such government agency or 
private copyright registration service. If the work claimed is a part of or contained within 
another work, produce all such correspondence for the other work.” 

  
Contrary to Plaintiff’s contention in its response to RFP 37, it has failed to produce any 
documents responsive to that request. And to date, despite Plaintiff’s agreement to produce 
them nearly six months ago, we appear to have received no documents responsive to any of 
the other requests either. Provide a date certain when they will be produced, or confirm that no 
such documents exist, by Tuesday, January 3. 
  
Also, although Plaintiff has now produced a single document responsive to RFPs 13 and 17 – 
a complaint Foley & Lardner filed on Plaintiff’s behalf against Curse, Inc., et al. – Plaintiff has 
produced no other documents concerning that lawsuit, nor any other responsive documents.  
Chapterhouse’s document request no. 13 seeks “[a]ll documents concerning measures You 
have taken to enforce trademark rights in any of the trademarks You claim in this action, 
including, without limitation, all communications with third parties regarding those rights,” and 
Chapterhouse’s document request no. 17 seeks “[a]ll documents concerning Your assertion of 
any of the copyrights You claim in this action, against any party that designs, authors, 
manufactures, sells, or distributes material (such as gaming miniatures, models, add-on parts 
or accessories for same, as well as written matter such as rulebooks or codexes) for use with 
Your Warhammer 40,000 game.”  As you have recognized, documents concerning the Curse 
lawsuit are responsive to Chapterhouse’s requests.  In addition, it is evident that Plaintiff has 
filed several other lawsuits and sent numerous cease-and-desist letters to third parties in 
attempts to enforce its copyrights and trademarks. Documents concerning such attempts are 
also responsive to Chapterhouse’s document requests. Provide a date certain when they will 
be produced by Tuesday, Jan. 3. 
  

Page 2 of 3
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Regards, 
  
Tom 
  

 
 
The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is 
not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 
****************************************************************************** Any tax advice contained 
in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) 
to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 

Thomas J. Kearney  
D: +1 (415) 591-6894 
www.winston.com 
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